
 W4W Advanced Filter Training
1. Upon finding buckets in country, pre-drill holes, smooth rough edges. If you are plan-
ning to pre-drill holes, can order filters without drill bits – and just order a few bits for 
you. Bits are $1.50 each – so, in an order of 100 filters, over a hundred dollars is saved 
(can get two more filters). Can bring a screwdriver handle with you to insert the bit into, 
making a nice hand drill that can be left with your local team. Or locate a power drill. 
Tell locals to keep bits away from small children. 

2. Also buy packages of clear plastic picnic cups for demos - these are everywhere and 
you can get small ones (4oz).

3. Find a local to train who can do filter demos in the local dialect.

4. While demo is underway, circulate, take photos, and notice things that can be im-
proved upon. Continue demonstrating and helping with correct application.

5. There are several things we want to double check and teach: make sure the filter is 
tightly attached to bucket. If it’s not water will drip from washer into the clean water 
vessel below. Also make sure water isn’t leaking where the filter screws onto hose. Over 
time, there may always be a slow drip from washer, so we teach everyone to place the 
receiving container a few inches out, so that drips can’t fall into clean water. 

6. When doing a demo, have each student assemble their bucket filter and circulate and 
test each one, showing how you are able to tighten the nut on the inside of bucket even 
further to prevent leaking.

7. We teach people to unscrew the cap, rather than using the sport-cap because fingers 
contaminate the spout.

8. In tropical climates, tell people to take the two sections of cleaning syringe apart and 
store on a high, cool place (shelf in kitchen, etc.). Once a month they should soak the 
syringe in a diluted solution of bleach and water. This will kill bacteria that may have 
formed.

9. After training disassemble filter if it’s easier for people to travel home.

10. The Local Partner: anyone can go to Sawyer site and purchase a filter. What we bring 
to the end users in the far corners of the world is a “Clean-Water System.” A key part of 
this is the hands on training and finding a local who is as passionate about clean water as 
we are. This is the person who will follow up to make sure filters are being used properly, 
delivering maximum impact to the greatest number of people.

11. Most families live in tight clusters, so a bucket filter at one home can provide safe 
water to ten surrounding families, so we teach the sharing model. Just as we are sharing 
with them, we ask them to share with each other. If the filter is just sitting in the off posi-
tion, then it’s not fulfilling its amazing design. Learning this is a process, which is why if 
you have one person who gets it, they essentially become the local “Clean Water Expert”. 
The ideal scenario is that we can pass the torch onto them. You can also get contact info 
so more filters can be sent, or carried, to them in the future. And give them your email 
so they can send testimonials and stories.



12. Hygiene: Hand washing, much disease gets transferred via hands touching, food 
preparation, handling water glasses, show people how to make a hand washing station 
with the filtered water. This is good especially at schools, so kids learn this. 

13. It’s a good idea to include faucet adapters with each filter order - there are hun-
dreds of millions of people who have access to municipal taps, but the water is not 
safe to drink. Faucet adapters will appear soon on our site and cost around $10 each 
- these produce 2 or 3 times the amount of safe water as the bucket system (because of 
pressure instead of gravity). Bucket filters for hundreds of millions in extreme remote 
settings where only water source is a river, pond, stream, borehole, rainwater. Faucet 
adapter (uses same filter) for schools, hospitals, community centers, businesses, public 
taps. Faucet filters can provide clean water for hundreds of people everyday - but they 
have to be given to a community leader type person who will be responsible for clean-
ing - and who will make sure it doesn’t get stolen.

14. Water Depot: attached are images of our turbo filters (several filters attached to 
one big container). This is good for an area where a lot of people come to a single site 
to get water. It’s also good for schools with 500 students. We usually train the kitchen 
crews. They keep it in the kitchen, and fill up smaller containers to place around the 
school. Can fill up several containers at one time, or one container 3 or 4 times faster.

15. Attached is photo of correct way to connect the filter in the off position to rim of 
bucket using the hanger. Some people put the hanger on the hose, which is incorrect 
and will kink the hose over time. During training this is important to notice and cor-
rect. Whenever possible, use a clear bucket for demos – it’s more dramatic and people 
in the audience can see the dirty water becoming clean. Also, use a piece of cloth (or 
t-shirt, board shorts, etc) to pre-filter muddy water.

16. Avoid Recontamination: during the back-flush training, you will notice people 
trying to hold the filter while also holding the syringe and trying to draw up clean 
water with drops of unfiltered water dropping sometimes from back of filter into clean 
water cups. What we do is set up the clean water cups and the back-flushing process 
on opposite sides of the filter bucket, and we really dramatize this notion of not do-
ing back-flush anywhere near the clean water cups. Also, when using a cup or glass to 
show dirty water, always keep dirty water in glass – if you empty glass and set it down 
amongst others, it will get mistaken for a clean glass.

17. Sometimes, in excitement, the demo process speeds up, or too many people crowd 
in too close. It’s import to pause and slow everything down. Before starting, pick some 
local helpers to serve as crowd control. If people step back a few paces, then everyone 
can see better.

18. Ten to twenty people that have been pre-selected (teachers, community organiz-
ers, doctors) are a good size audience. Sometimes there are hundreds, which makes it 
a lot more challenging. With 10 or 20 people you create a clean-water workshop and 
everyone gets to assemble a bucket and there is time to really go over all the nuances 
included in “Advanced Training.”



19. Our fieldwork requires us to adapt to conditions on the ground, which vary from 
place to place. Awareness and humility is very important. Find people you trust and 
let them guide you through the local customs. The cool thing about the bucket filter is 
everywhere in the world a plastic bucket is the center of everything, so people really 
adapt to it immediately and naturally.

20. If traveling with a group, split up filters with a few in each bag to avoid customs 
hassles.

21. Have fun with demos - it’s a little like doing street theater or a magic show. We 
turn “water that takes life into water that gives life.” In extreme, remote locations this 
is usually perceived as a miracle—and it is. Thank you for traveling across the world to 
do the clean-water magic show.

22. While in the field you may notice ways to improvise, to make this solution work 
better in that particular setting. Upon returning send Jack at jack@wavesforwater.org 
an email of things you think should be added to this list.

Waves For Water has been including the Sawyer Faucet Adapter in our clean-water 
projects around the world - in Bosnia, Philippines, India, Uganda, Rwanda, Liberia, 
Angola, South Africa, Madagascar, Mexico, Nicaragua, Guatemala. 

We are now encouraging Clean Water Couriers to include a few of these in each order. 
The same bucket filter, with this adapter, can attach to indoor faucet or outdoor public 
taps. Cost is only $10 and daily production of safe drinking water is doubled. 

There are hundreds of millions of people worldwide who have access to piped water, 
but it isn’t safe to drink. The faucet filter now turns these taps into an abundant source 
of safe drinking water. 

mailto:jack%40wavesforwater.org?subject=


FAST

EASY

COST EFFICIENT

• No chemicals, electricity or technical training required

• Simple enough that anyone in the world can understand                                         
  how to use and maintain it
 
• Installing a filter on a standard five gallon bucket takes              
  literally minutes 

• Maintenance is even easier.  Simply backwash the filter    
  when it stops flowing, a process that takes 30 seconds

•No moving parts to break down

Up to 2,575 gallons (9733 Liters) per day

Up to 342 gallons (1,292 Liters) per day

Up to 3,894 gallons (14,719 liters) per day

• These are point of use filters. Water is on 
demand so there is no need to store water and 
increase risk of post-contamination

• For higher volumes of water increase the head 
pressure or attach multiple filters to a container

• The robust fibers can handle up to 40 psi

•  The most cost efficient solution where surface water is available                                      
 
•  One filter at no more than $50 can yield millions of                                                                                                                                                                           
   gallons of water cleaner than US bottled water

•  This is a one-time cost. No replacement cartridges necessary

•  With each kit weighing less than a half a pound, these filters are      
  easy to transport in mass quantities (find the bucket when you  
  get in country)



THE TECHNOLOGY 
A CLOSER LOOK: 

 
 
 
 
 
What it does... 
 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Up to 500 gallons per day with each filter using 
nothing more than a common 5 gallon bucket. Higher 
yields are possible with increased head pressure or 
other configurations. 
 
• Millions of gallons for a low onetime cost  
 
• Simple design and fast construction 
 
• Easy maintenance and use 
 
• Providing clean water in over 70 countries  

 
 
How it Works… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Sawyer water filters use Hollow Fiber Membranes, a technology developed for 
kidney dialysis. Our filters are comprised of tiny "U" shaped micro tubes that 
allow water to enter into their cores through tiny micro pores. The pointONE 
Filter’s™ pores are so small (0.1 micron absolute) that no bacteria which cause 
Cholera , Typhoid and E. Coli, protozoa, or cysts can get through. The filter 
attains the highest level of filtration available today at 7 log (99.99999%), 
while maintaining a very high flow rate due to the large amount of tubes. If 
viruses are an issue we offer the PointZERO TWO Purifier™ (0.02 micron 
absolute pores). This is the first (and thus far only) portable purification device 
to remove viruses mechanically. It does so at a >5.5 log (99.9997%) rate, 
exceeding EPA and NSF recommendations. Each filter is certified for 
ABSOLUTE microns. That means there will be no pore size larger than 0.1 
microns in the biological filter and 0.02 microns in the viral purifier. 
 

Diagram of a Hollow Fiber Membrane 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

WHAT IT REMOVES

 

For lab tests, research and more information visitwww.pointonefilter.com


